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Section-l

Research Methodology

Who authored the book "Methods in Social Research"?

A) Wilkinson

B) C R Kothari

C) Kerlinger

D) Goode and Halt

Social Science deals with

A) Objects

B) Human beings

C) Living things

D) Non-living things

"The Romance of Research" is authored by

A) Redmen and Mory

B) P.V. Young

C) Robert C. Meir

D) Harold Dazier

4. Which of the following is an example ol primary data?

A) Book

B) Journal

C) NewsPaPer

D) Census RePort

5. ICSSR stands for

A) Indian Councilfor Survey and Research

B) Indian Councilfor Strategic Research

C) Indian Council for Social Science Research

D) Inter National Council for Social Science Research
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6. JRF stands for

. 
A) Junior Research Functions

B) Junior Research Fellowship

C) Junior Fellowship

D) None of the above

7 ' In the formuration of probrem, which of the fotowing we need to give?

A) Title

B) Index

C) Bibliography

D) Concepts

8. Analogies are sources of

A) Data

B) Concept

C) Research

D) Hypothesis

9. When a hypothesis is stated negatively, it is called

A) Relational Hypothesis

B) Situational Hypothesis

C) Nult Hypothesis

D) CasualHypothesis

10. In a survey, there is an enumerator and

A) Guide

B) Respondent

C) Supervisor

D) Messenger

1 1. A short summary of Technical paper is called

A) Article

B) Research Abstract



C) Publication

D) Guide

12. Ph.D. stands for

A) Doctor of PhilosoPhY

B) Degree in PhilosoPhY

C) Doctor of PsYchologY

D) None of the above

13. Failure to acknowledge the borrowed material; is called (Take and use of others as

one's own)

A) Acknowledgement

B) Foot Notes

C) lndex

D) Plagiarism

14. Data related to the Human beings are called

A) Territorialdata

B) Organisationaldata

C) Peripheraldata

D) DemograPhic data

15. Schedule is filled by which of the following?

A) ResPondent

B) Enumerator

C) EverybodY

D) None of the above

16. Questions in which only two alternatives are possible are called

A) MultiPle choice questions

B) Dichotomous Questions

C) OPen ended questions

D) Structured questions



17. Assigning numerars or other symbors to the categories or response is cailed
A) Editing

B) Coding

C) Transcription

D) Tabulation

18. Tippet table refers to

A) Tabte of random digits

B) Table used in sampling methods

C) Table used in statistical investigations

D) Altof the above

19' Research and development become the index of deveropment of country. which of
the foilowing reasons are true with regards to the statement?

A) Because R&D reflect the true economic and social conditions prevairing in a
country.

B) Because R&D targets the human development.

c) Because R&D can improve the standard of riving of the peopre in a country.
D) Ail of the above.

20. The word ,Anusandhan,'implies

A) Attaining an aim

B) Goalorientation

C) Following an aim

D) praying to achieve an aim

21' A Researcher wants to study the relationship of family size to income. He classifies
his population into different income slabs and then takes a random sampre from each
slab in order. Which technique of sampting is he working with?

A) Ctuster sampling

B) Random sampling



C) Stratified Random samPling

D) SYstematic samPling

ForQ'22.23'Thefol|owingtab|egivesthesa|esofbatteriesmanufacturedbyacompany

over the Years.

Numberofdifferentbatteriesso|d(inthousands)

22.WhatWaStheapproximatepercentageincreasein.thesa|esof55AHbatteriesin

1998 comPared to that in 1992?

A) 28%

B) 31%

c) 33%

D) 34%

23.Thepercentageof4AHbatteriesso|dtothetotalnumberofbatteriesso|dwas

maximum in the Year?

A) 19e4

B) 1995

c) 1ee6

\r.
Year Types of Batteries

I32AH I

T35AH I

_-.--.--.--.--.-
55AH I

Total
4AH 7AH

543
114 102 10u

1 992 75 144

84 126 528
1993 90 126 1VZ

105 135 525
1994 96 114 75

90 75 510
1995 105 90 150

75 90 465
1996 90 75 135

45 120 495
1 997 105 60 1b5

100 145 605
1 998 115 85 160



D) 1997

24. Look the series: 22,21,23,22,24,23, ......
A) zz

B) zq

c) 25

D) 26

25. Which word does not belong to others?

A) Dodge

B) Flee

C) Duck

D) Avoid

26' Which of the fotowing is not an essentiar erement of report writing?
A) Research Methodology

B) Reference

C) Conclusion

D) None of the above

27.Which of the foilowing is non_probability sampling?

A) Snowbatl

B) Random

C) Cluster

D) Srrailfied

28. In groqp interview, there are

A) One interviewer and one interviewee

B) More than one interviewer and one interviewee

C) One interviewer and more than one interviewee

D) More than one interviewer and more than one interviewee

29' Uniting various qualitative methods with quantitative methods can be called as
A) Coalesce



B) Triangulation

C) Bipartite

D) lmPassive

30. Books and records are the primary sources ol data in:

A) clinical research

B) historical research

C) laboratory research

D) ParticiPatory research

31'Theimportantpre-requisitesofaresearcherinsciences,socia|sciencesand

humanities are

A) laboratory skills, records' supervisor' topic

B) Supervisor, topic, critical analysis' patience

C) archives, supervisor' topic' flexibility in thinking

D) topic, supervisor, good temperament' pre-conceived notions

32. A college wants to give training in use of statistical Package for social sciences

(SPSS) to researchers' For this the college should organize

A) Lecture

B) Seminar

C) WorkshoP

D) Conference

33. Which one of the following is not a quality of researcher?

A) Keenness in enquiry

B) He must be of alert mind

C) His assertion to outstrip the evidence

D) Unison with that of which he is in search

34. Nullmeans?

A) One

B) Two

k,



C) Zero

D) None of the above

35. The depth of any research can be judged by:

A) title of the research

B) duration of the research

C) objectives of the research

D) total expenditure on the research

36. Fundamental research reflects the ability to:

A) Expound new principles

B) Synthesize new ideals

C) Evaluate the existing material concerning research

D) Study the existing literature regarding various topics

37. A ratio represents the relation between

A) Part and Part

B) Part and Whote

C) Whole and Whole

D) All of the above

38. Circle graphs are used to show:

A) How one part is related to other parts?

B) How various sections share in the whole?

C) How one whole is related to other whole?

D) How various parts are related to the whole?

39. Field-work based research is classified as:

A) Historical

B) Empirical

C) Biographicat

D) Experimental



40. Statistical measure based upon the entire population is called parameter while

measure based upon a sample is known as:

A) Inference

B) Statistics

C) Sample parameter

D) None of these

41. The importance of the correlation co-efficient lies in the fact that:

A) lt is one of the most valid measure of statistics.

B) lt is a non-parametric method of statisticalanalysis.

c) There is a linear relationship between the correlated variables.

D) lt allows one to determine the degree or strength of the association between two

variables.

42. Which one of the following is the most comprehensive source of population data?

A) Census

B) National SamPle SurveYs

C) DemograPhic Health SurveYs

D) National FamilY Health SurveYs

43. Which correlation co-efficient best explains the relationship between creativity and

intelligence?

A) 0.3

B) 0.5

c) 0.6

D) 1.0

44. Normal Probability Curve should be

A) Zero skewed

B) Positively skewed

C) NegativelY skewed

D) Leptokurtic skewed
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45' A doctor studies the relative effectiveness of two drugs of dengue fever. His research
would be classified as

A) Case Study

B) Ethnography

C) Descriptive Survey

D) Experimental Research

46' Newton gave three basic raws of motion. This research is categorized as
A) Sample Survey

B) Applied Research

C) Descriptive Research

D) Fundamental Research

47'when two or more successive footnotes refer to the same work which one of the
following expressions is used?

A) et.at

B) op.cit

C) loc.cit

D) ibid

48' Nine year olds are taller than seven year olds. This is an example of a reference
drawn from

A) Verticalstudy

B) Time series study

C) Experimentalstudy

D) Cross-sectional study

49' which one of the foflowing berongs to the category of good ,research 
ethics,?

A) Publishing the same paper in two research journals without te'ing the editors
B) Trimming outliers from a data set without discussing your reasons in a research

paper

1.1,



C)Conductingareviewofthe|iteraturethatacknowledgesthecontlibutionsofother

people in the relevant field or relevant prior work

D)lncludingacolleagueaSanauthoronaresearchpaperinreturnforafavoreven

though the colleague did not make a serious contribution to the paper

50.whicholthefollowingarethebasicrulesofAPAstyleofreferencingformat?

A) Alphabetically index reference list

B) lnvert authors' names (last name first)

C) ltalicize titles of longer works such as books and journals

D) All of the above
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Section-ll

Mathematical Sciences
51'Suppose '4t,4,Ar,.40 are thirty sets each having 5 elements and 8,82....8n are

n sets each with 3 elements. t* 0n,=jU,=Sand each elements of ,Sbelongs to

exactly l0 of the A,,s andexactly nlrrn" 

ttu 

,,r.Then, nis equal to

(a) ls (b) 3 (c) as (d) ss

52.Forthesequence:I, I I I I I,-t,1,- 
4,t,- 6, the limit superior and limit inferior are

respectively

rul -1.t2' (b) 0,0 @ t, -+ (d) r,o

53.Let s=[qDu[2,3] and /:s+Ebe a strictly increasing tunction such that /(s)
is connected. Which of the following statements is true?

(a) /has exactly one discontinuity (b) /has exactly two discontinuities

(c) / has infinitely many discontinuities (d) / is continuous

54-Let f :t1 -+fr be acontinuous tunction md f(x+l)= _r(*) for alrxe !t. Then

(a) f is bounded above, but not bounded below

(b) / is bounded above and berow, but may not attains its bounds

(c) /is bounded above and below and attains its bounds

(d) / is not uniformly continuous
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55. Let f be alebesgue integrable function on [0, t]. Then lim i/ (x)e'"'dx
o

(a) May not exist (b) exists and equals/(0)

(b) exists and equals /(1) (d) exists and equals zero

;-I
56. Consider the improper Riemann integral I I ' dl ' Then' integral is

(a) Continuont ott [0,*)

(c)Discontinuous in (0,o)

(b) Continuous onlY in (O'o)

(d) Discontinuous onlYt" f +,*)\.2. )

5T.Suppose that a function has partial derivatives O=" -y-1' una 
ff=y-x*l 

'

Which of the following is a critical point of f(*,y)Z

ia; (-10) (u) (1,-1) 1c; (o'-t) (d)noneorthese

58.Forasubset,4ofametricspace,whichofthefollowingimpliestheotherthree?

(a) I is closed @) A is bounded

(c) closure of B is compact for every B c' A @) A is compact

5g.Let x and IZbe metric spaces, and let f :x -+Ybe acontinuous map' For any subset

S of X, which of the following statements is true?

(a) If S is oPen, then /(S) is oPen

(b) If S is connected, then /(S) is connected

(c) If 
^S 

is closed, tfren /(S) is closed

T4



(d) If ,S is bounded, tnen /(,S) is bounded

60. Let f : X -->Y be a continuous map between metric spaces. fhen, f (X) is a complete
subset of Y if

(a) The space Xis compact (b) The space lis compact

(c)The space X is complete (d) The space Iis complete

61.Let p be a vector space of all polynomials over C and T:p_>bgiven by
r(ir67):y/(x). rn",,

(a) 0 is the only eigenvarue of z (b) every A er7 is an eigenvarue of z
(c)Z has no eigenvalue (d) l, _l are the only eigenvalues of Z

62.Let T :ha -+ n4 be a finear map defined by
T(x,y,z,w)=(x+ z,2x+ y+32,2y+22,w).Then the rank of zis equar to

(a)l (b\z (c)3 $)4

63'Let Mbea 3x3singularmatrixandsuppose that2and3areeigenvaluesof M.Then
the number of rinearly independent eigen-vector s of M3 +2 M + 13 is equal to

(a)1 @)2 (c)3 (d)4

64.Areal quadratic form is equivalent to the diagonal form:

-f (x, x, xr)= (", - 2x, + 4xr - 5xoy. Then, l a,, is

(a)2 (b)3 @)4 (d)e
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65. The function w = ez is

(a) Entire and periodic (b) entire' periodic and 1-1 mapping

(c)analytic, periodic and not 1-lmapping (d) analytic' periodic and l-lmapping

t

66.Let f :c-->cbe an entire tunction witn /(0)=t,'f(1)=zarla f'(0)=0' If there

exists M>Osuch that lf'(z)l<urotall zeC'then fQ) "equalto

(a)2 (b) s @) 2+5i @) 5+2i

67.fi u(x,y)="),i, aharmonic function'thenharmonic conjugate of u(x'y) rs

@)l (b) x2+v2 n, ry @ ry
2

i4 
valid for l' -r I 

> 1' the coefficient of

I
z-l

(a) -2 (b) -1 (c) o (d) I

6e.rhe nature ofthe singularities "f f(')=k!)'in[*) is

(a) z =-3 , isolated essential singularity' z = 0' pole of order 2

(b) z =2 , isolated essential singularity' z - 0' pole of order 2

(c) z =2, poleof order 2, z =0,non-isolated essential singularity

(d) z =2 ,poleof order l, Z = 0,pole of order 2
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70.Let f be a biJinear transformation that maps -i to -1, l to 0 and i to l. then

f(t) ir equal to

(a) 0 $) -2 (c) i (d) -t

71' The total number of divisors of number 38808 excluding I and the number itself is

(a) 68 (b) 6e (c) 70 @) 72

72.For any integer n > I , which of the following statements is true?

(a) Eulerfunction Qfu)=n-y, if n is notprime

(b) Euler tunction Q@) = n-1, if n is prime

(c) If n is prime, then Euler function Q(n)= r+t

(d) If n is prime, then Euler tunction{(n) * n+7

73. Which of the following is a group?

(a) !t with subtraction (b) non_zero integers with division

(c)naturar numbers with addition (d) g with addition

74'rf N is a normal subgroup of G ,then the right and left cosets of 1/ in G
(a) Do not exist (b) are coincident (c) exist but are different (d) none ofthese

7 5 'Let H and K be normal solvable subgroups of a group G . Then HK is

(a) Solvable but not normal in G (b) not solvable but normal in G
(c)neither solvable nor normal in G (d) Solvable and normal in G
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'7 6.It U is an ideal of ring R and 1 e (/ 
' 
then

(a) U is a proper subset of R O) U is equal to R

(c) U is a super set ofR ( d) U = 0

77. Which of the following rings is an integral domain?

14 n[x]/(x'?+5x+1) o) R[']/(rz +5x+6)

1"; n[x]l(x'-z) ia; n[x]/(x'+r)

7g. The number of ineducible polynomials of the form x2 + p x + q, with p and q in the

field F, of 7 elements is

(a) 1 O) 2l (c) 35 (d) 4e

79.Let F and F' be fields such that lFl=9' I 
F'l=4' The total number of field

homomorPhism from F to F' is

(a)2 (b) 1 (c) 0 (d) 3

g0.Let E be the minimal splitting field of x6 +l--0, over Zr-Then, the degree of E

over Zris

@)2a (b) 3 G)2 (d) 6

8 1 . Which of the following statements is connected?

(a) The subspace [-t,t] of tn" real line B

(b) The subspace pof rational of real line8

I

(c) rhe subspace x = {*' vlv = o}U {" ' vl* > 0 and v= l} or ptun" B'

18



(d) None of these

82. Separable space is

(a) A topological space having a countable dense subset

(b) A topological space having a countable non_dense subset

(c) A topological space having a uncountable dense subset

(d) A toporogicar space having a countabre as we, as uncountabre dense subset

83. Which ofthe following is compact?

84'Equation ofa curve passing through (:,e) ana which satisfies the differential equation:
dvl
* = .r*-; isax x'

(a) The real line E

(c)The interval(0,1]

(a) 6xy=3x2 -6x+29

(c)6xy=3x3 +29x-6

(b)rhesubspace 
"={o}Ufiln.r.} ", *

(d) None of the above

(b) 6xy=fxt -29x+6

(d) 6xy =3x3 +6x-6

85.Thesingularsolution of pt -4xyp+gy2 =0, where p=e i"'dx

(a) 27y-4x2 =Q @)27y-4x3=0 (c) 27y+4x3 =0 (g 2Ty+4x, =0
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86.Let p,(x)U. the polynomial solution ofthe differential equation:

ftttr-*)r'l*nfu+1)v 
=6 ' with p'O=l ror n=r'2'3---

ftlo,.,G)- 
P,(*)l= u, P'*'(x)'then a' is

(a) 2n (b) Zn+l @) 2n+2 G) 2n+3

If

87. Strum-Liouville boundary value

eigenvalue given bY

r 1\
(a) sinnx (b) sinlr*Zf

oroblem: {+* 2y =o'Y(o)=o,Y'@)= o has
' dx-

8 8. rhe partiar dirrerentiar equation :' # . 6 - n y*l -' t+ . il} - Xl = o'''

(c) coszx toi cos(n *t)'''=o'1'--

(b) elliptic alongthe line x+Y = 0

(d) parabolic along the line x+Y = 0
(a) Hyperbolic along the line x+ y =0

(c)elliptic along the line x-Y = 0

89.The initial boundary value problem: lt'=1)""0<x<l't>O; z(O'r)=u(l't)=O ;

u(x,0)="r(t-x),0 3 r < t has a solutio n u(x't) =2o' "*p( 
n' o t)sin nrx' where

a, is equal to

,, #if 
n isoddand o\f n iseven

@)#if n is even and o if zr is odd

90.If x=r is aroot oforde r m oftheequation fG)=O' thenNewton's methodwill

converge

(a)Linearly(b)quadratically(c)cubically(d)super-linearly

91. Gauss-Seidel method is also known as

(a) DisPlacement method

*, #if 
n isoddand oif n iseven

@)+'f n is even and o if n is odd

20
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(c)simulatenous method (d) diagonal method

92'The highest order of polynomial integrand for which Simpson's rule of integration is exact
is

(a) First (b) second (c) third (d) fourth

93.Given x: o lo 16

y : 6 16 ,, . The interpolated value at x = 4 using piece-

wise linear interpolation is

(a)ll (b)4 @)22 (d)10

94.The Euler-Lagrange equation is

,^,#-*l#]=,

n,#-l#l=,

*'#-*1,+l='

,,#-*l#l='

95.on which curve, the functionut, [[$,)'+tzxy]ax witrr y(O)=0 and y(l)=l u.
o

extremized?

(a) y=x (b) y=x, (c) y=x, (d) y=xo

27



96. The integral equation of the initial value proble m: Q'(x)+ )"dQ)=F(x), with O@)--l'

/'(o) = o I'
x

@) 0e) = * *i t. - il {r (E) - t oG)\ a E ra> 0G) =r * i {" - r) tr 
(0 - t oG)\ a e

o

x

(")/(")= iU - aVfa- uG)\aE tal /(x) = *-[(* - c)\r(E)+ to?)\aE

gT.Whichofthefollowingstatementsistruefortheintegralequation:

d?\=-l - tze"ea P(1)aqz
€'-lun

(a) The solution of the equation is /(x) = t

(b) The solution of the equation is /(x) = sesx

(c) The equation is Freedholm integral equation

(d) The equation is Volterra integral equation

98. The princiPle of least action

(a) Is a variational PrinciPle

(b) being applied in the theory of relativity' quantum mechanics and quantum field

(c)Whenappliedtotheactionofmechanicalsystem,canbeusedtoobtainequationof

motion of the sYstem

(d) All of the above

99. Euler's theorem states that

(a) The general displacement of a rigid body with one point fixed is a rotation about

some axis

(b) The general displacement of a rigid body is translation with a rotation

(c) Lgrange's bracket is canonical invariant

22



(d) Poisson's bracket is invariant under canonical transformation

100'If a random variable xfollows normal distribution with meanp and variance o2.
then random variable z = 

t:!, 
follows normal distribution witho

(a) Mean = l, variance :l (b) mean { , ,uriun"" _ o,
2' 4

(c)Mean:1, variance:0 (d) Mean:0, variance:l

23
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